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Price: 599,000€  Ref: ES148059

Town House

El Faro

3

3

139m² Build Size

26m² Plot Size

Pool: Yes

- Under construccion to be ready march 2022 - Fully equipped kitchen with Bosch

appliances - Garage - Gated complex with communal pool - Sport Club - tenis, gym and

spa  The townhouses have 3 bedrooms on top floor and 2 baths. On the entreance floor

there is a 3rd bathroom. The kitchens are coming fully equipped with bosch appliances (

Washmachine, dryer, fridge/freezer, dishwasher, micro, extractor and ceramic hob). The

wardrobes are fitted and the houses are sound and heat/cold insulated. It is heated with

earodynamic. You will also have your own garage space.  You will have access t...(Ask

for More Details!)
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- Under construccion to be ready march 2022 - Fully equipped kitchen with Bosch appliances - Garage -

Gated complex with communal pool - Sport Club - tenis, gym and spa  The townhouses have 3 bedrooms on

top floor and 2 baths. On the entreance floor there is a 3rd bathroom. The kitchens are coming fully equipped

with bosch appliances ( Washmachine, dryer, fridge/freezer, dishwasher, micro, extractor and ceramic hob).

The wardrobes are fitted and the houses are sound and heat/cold insulated. It is heated with earodynamic.

You will also have your own garage space.  You will have access to a sportsclub with tenis, gym, spa and a

pool nextdoors.  These townhouses are set in an urbanisation with both Townhouses and villas. The

Urbanisation has easy access to the coastal road and are set about 300 meters from the beach and between

Fuengirola and popular La Cala de Mijas. The buss passes on the coast road.
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